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College tuition has been on a rapid incline mostly due to the federal government’s lack of

regulation on federal funding. Public school tuition has increased double the inflation rate with a 212%

increase in tuition rates. This is mainly because the government has very little scrutiny when it gives

funding to public colleges. These colleges can spend the money on anything it wants which means the

colleges can spend the money on unneeded resources. Another problem with the government’s role in

education is the federal loan system.

The Federal government provides funding to colleges and universities since they are public

institutions. Unfortunately, the funding given to these institutions is completely controlled by the college

and not the government. This does mean they can spend it on anything related to the school even if it is

unnecessary. Universities have hired over half a million administrators to help college students in college

but this rise ended but causing a rise in tuition rates. This seems like a good thing at the start but these

administrators don’t actually always help the students, so the students are paying more for the same

education. If the federal funding was used to pay these teachers instead of using the funding on other

unnecessary items then they could have more administrators without causing a strain on college

students.

Another problem emerging in college tuition is payment methods. Federal Loans do a poor job of

providing loans and giving payment plans for students. Federal loans do not take into account the amount

of money a student makes after they finish college. Since they do not take the salary of the college



students after completing their degree, students often can not afford to pay back their tuition loans. When

loans are not paid by the students it then becomes the taxpayer’s problem to help reduce the national

debt caused by college students who can not pay back their tuition. This is a problem that will not only

affect a college student but will also negatively affect nonrelated parties that are involved.

Possible regulations that can help solve these problems are limitless but the option with the

greatest party benefited should be taken.  First, the federal government should be removed from the

equation. The federal government is a powerful entity and the only power that can distance it from states

is the supreme court. In the past, the supreme court has been very successful in limiting federal power

and it can do it again. A second option to help with educational finance would be to remove federal loan

power. If the federal government steps down and stops giving students loans then other companies that

actually create loans based on the students’ needs can take over. If the student’s field of study is

considered and the income he or she makes is considered these companies will make loan payments the

students can actually afford.

Once the finance systems of higher education are fixed the national debt will reduce as well as

the burden placed on the young generation. These factors will be very compelling in order to create

regulation to control these aspects.
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